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As a leader in Benefits Administration Technology, Businessolver® 
knows employee benefits. We’ve seen our product and clients grow 
and adapt to the increased need for support beyond standard HR 
administration. Our subject matter experts in Studio B mix technical 
knowledge with expertise in creative communication to offer you a 
one-of-a-kind creative services experience.

WHERE THE MAGIC DUST COMES IN.

At Studio B, we believe in meeting your employees where they want 
to be met, no matter where they are on the employment spectrum. 
By providing innovative communication plans, we cater the right 
messages to the right audience at the right time. The Studio B 
team leverages Benefitsolver® expertise, data macrotrends and 
strategic planning to deliver a successful, fully-customized benefits 
experience for your employees.

Studio B:
Strategic Communication Services
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A YEAR-ROUND JOURNEY WITH AN EXPERIENCED TEAM
People are at the heart of everything we do. That means providing communication strategies that support a year-
round engagement journey, infused with empathy - keeping your employees engaged from hire to retire.

Studio B’s award-winning in-house creative team supports all of your custom communications needs and brings 
expertise in the following areas:
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NOT JUST BIG DATA - SMART DATA

Every employee interacts with their benefits 
differently. Because of that, we know your benefits 
strategy can’t be a one size fits all. Studio B services 
will utilize your specific empoyee data housed in 
Benefitsolver to drive your entire communication 
strategy. It will allow us to tailor your 
communications to be specifc to your employees 
and the outcomes you are driving toward through 
our data-driven TouchPoint campaigns.

No where else can you have your benefits data and 
benefits communication coming from one system - 
making this a truly unique opportunity to drive the 
change and behavior you are strategizing for.
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